Ashley Mervyn Graham
ashleymervyngraham.com ― ashley@mervyngraham.com

AMG

Objective

Full-time employment designing, developing, building, deploying and maintaining web-based
applications or resources working amongst an equally dedicated team.

Synopsis

I build web-based solutions that follow widely adhered to standards and best-practices. They
are intuitive, clean and responsive. My full portfolio with specific projects I’ve worked on and
links to code sources, live sites and demos can be viewed at: http://ashleymervyngraham.com
Coming from a service-oriented background I know that I can work with people from all walks of
life, set and meet goals, and thrive under pressure, all while being incredibly flexible and
thoughtful in my day-to-day task handling and problem-solving.
I know I would be a welcomed addition to any team: I am friendly, charming and always leave
co-workers, clients and vendors with a good impression

Skills

Design & Development ― 5+ years experience
HTML, CSS, Javascript/jQuery ( with various libraries and add-ons), PHP, Apache (amongst
other servers and deployment software) and M
 ySQL ( amongst other databases: SQL or not).
Very comfortable with frameworks such as B
 ootstrap and l ess, content management systems
such as Wordpress & D
 rupal and designing layouts using Adobe Creative Suite.
Experience with R
 uby/Ruby on Rails, Python and Perl as well as command-line programming
with Bash and utilizing common GNU/Linux commands and programs.
Systems Administration ― 5+ Years experience
Windows & GNU/Linux: I am extremely comfortable with both the desktop or the
command-line. Well suited for purchasing, installing, updating and maintaining desktop and
laptop systems and components or assisting key decision-makers and technicians.

Experience

Leadership/Assistant Store Manager, Walgreens ― 5 years experience

Waldwick, Wayne and Englewood, New Jersey 2010 - Spring 2016
Assisted and eventually led management in operating the day-to-day and long-term store
operations.
➔ Worked at establishing strong relationships with vendors to increase sales and profit,
establishing a campaign generating $
 60k locally and over $
 500k regionally.
➔ Identified opportunities for growth, established goals outside our comfort zone, and led
employees in transforming our opportunities into strengths.
➔ Reached out to poor performers, enabling them to analyze and resolve the roadblocks
stopping them from reaching their potential.
➔ Stressed the importance of surpassing customer expectations by creating a culture of
outstanding customer service to set ourselves apart in an overcrowded market.
➔ Always looked for potential personal and organizational improvements to benefit all
parties.

